Summary. We consider a time-dependent ow problem in an in nitely long wind tunnel of a constant cross-section. It is assumed that beginning with a distance up-and downstream from the stream-lined body, the ow is approximately described by the time-dependent Euler equations linearized about a uniform freestream ow. By using this linear model, we transfer boundary conditions in an exact manner from in nity to the front and back boundaries of a nite computational domain. The obtained boundary conditions are represented by explicit formulae in physical space. They are non-local in both space and time since the formulae contain operators of Fourier expansion in eigenfunctions of the cross-section (space-nonlocalness) and convolutions with respect to time (time-nonlocalness). A way of numerical implementation of the conditions is described, the main attention is paid to the evaluation of the convolution operators where we propose a procedure of localization in time of calculation formulae.
Introduction
Navier{Stokes or Euler equations are widely used for describing problems of transonic ow past an aircraft. An external arti cial boundary of a computational domain appears when such a problem is numerically simulated. We have to impose boundary conditions in order to close computational formulae. Such conditions are usually called arti cial boundary conditions (ABCs) since they are not contained 1 to appear in Journal of Mathematical Analysis and Applications, 1997 1 in the input problem. It is clear that ABCs in uence the accuracy of numerical simulation. Besides, the size of a computational domain strongly depends on the quality of ABCs. For example, the use of non-local boundary conditions in the steady-state inviscid ow problem around an airfoil reduces 10 and obtain stable and su ciently cheap with respect to computational costs formulae relating unknown functions on arti cial boundaries.
It seems reasonable to apply ABCs obtained on the basis of the linearized Euler equations also for solving aerodynamic problems governed by the Navier-Stokes equations. Indeed, the test calculations presented in 1], 3] show that the size (diameter) of a computational domain with such ABCs should be at least 3 to 4 times greater than the size of the streamlined body since otherwise the use of linear model to describe external ow can lead to large computational errors. However such size is already enough for practical aerodynamics (where the Reynolds number is greater than 10 6 as a rule) to neglect viscous phenomena outside the computational domain.
Multidimensional analysis of the linearized governing equations gives also suitable ABCs for the unsteady case. In 6], Gustafsson studied a ow problem in the domain 0 x < 1; ?1 < y < 1 and used the linearized time-dependent Euler equations at x L to nd approximate far-eld ABCs on the boundary x = L. The obtained conditions are non-local in time and demonstrate good accuracy for a test calculation.
In this paper, we consider a ow problem in an in nitely long wind tunnel. We write out non-local arti cial boundary conditions, transparent boundary conditions (TBCs), for in ow and out ow boundaries of the computational domain. For this purpose we use time-dependent Euler equations linearized around the uniform freestream ow. Exact transfer of conditions from left in nity to an in ow cross-section of the wind tunnel, and from right in nity to an out ow cross-section is made. These TBCs can be applied for the simulation of unsteady ows with homogeneous initial and boundary conditions outside the computational domain, e.g. for problems with separations, aeroelastic problems, atter problems etc. However such ows should not have, of course, strong vorticity and strong entropy change in the wake; otherwise the linearized equations used here can lead to the loss of accuracy because perturbations of the longitudinal velocity component and density do not vanish downstream.
Clearly, the non-local TBCs obtained below require large computational efforts for numerical implementation compared with well-known characteristic-based boundary conditions. Nevertheless, at least the three following arguments justify the use of TBCs in numerical algorithms. First, they provide the con dence that a problem with TBCs in a bounded (computational) domain substitutes equivalently for the input problem in an unbounded domain (by supposing that a ow in the truncated part of space is described by the linearized Euler equations. In this sense, the conditions are exact). Secondly, by the nature, TBCs permit the use of comparatively small computational domains to simulate external unsteady problems. Note that for the latter, in contrast to the steady-state case, one can not enlarge the computational domain by using larger and larger grids in the direction of the boundaries at in nity. Indeed, the grid should be ne enough in the whole computational domain to provide the resolution of waves generated by the stream-lined body and outgoing to in nity. Finally, we suggest special recurrence formulae that make the calculations local with respect to time for the discrete counterpart of the obtained TBCs. These formulae reduce sharply the volumes of needed memory and calculations because they connect only two sequential time levels.
The paper consists of 5 Sections. The linear model applied for describing timedependent ow outside the computational domain is formulated in Section 2. In Section 3 we consider the incoming ow. In this case the model used is reduced to the scalar problem for the potential of the velocity perturbation. On the basis of the exact solution to this problem, we derive four desired boundary conditions at the in ow cross-section of the computational domain, one of them is non-local. The outgoing ow is considered in Section 4. Again, the linear model is reduced to the scalar equation but now for the pressure perturbation. The solution of the latter permits us to obtain the exact non-local boundary condition at the out ow crosssection. Section 5 is devoted to the numerical implementation of the obtained nonlocal conditions, the main attention is paid to the convolution operators with respect to time entering the conditions. Due to the special treatment of the convolutions, cf. 7], 8], we derive local in time computational formulae.
Problem formulation
Consider an unsteady ow problem in an in nitely long wind tunnel that has a constant circular cross-section everywhere except, maybe, for the region near the stream-lined body. Let (z; r; ') be the cylindrical system of coordinates with z-axis passing through the center of the wind-tunnel cross-section. We assume that the uid is a calorically perfect gas and it has a uniform subsonic velocity at left in nity, i.e., the free-stream ow has the form: 8 > < > :
V 1 (u 1 ; v 1 ; w 1 ) = (u 1 ; 0; 0); u 1 = const > 0
where u; v; w are the components of velocity in the cylindrical system of coordinates; P is pressure, is density.
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The ow is governed by the unsteady Euler equations: 8 > < > :
where is the speci c heat ratio. Let z f and z b be the coordinates of the front and back cross-sections, respectively. The cross-sections subdivide the ow domain into the three subdomains: I, II, III, see Subdomains I, III are the semi-in nitely long cylinders of a constant circular cross-section.
We assume that the ow in I and III is described by the Euler equations linearized around the uniform solution (1) . We use this ow model to obtain ABCs on the boundaries z f and z b of the computational domain II that contains the stream-lined body.
Suppose V = V 1 +Ṽ; P = P 1 +P; = 1 +~ ; then the linearized system of equations for small perturbationsṼ;P;~ has the form: The subsonic free-stream ow is considered below, i.e., 0 < u 1 < c 1 :
We shall obtain ABCs on the boundaries z f and z b from solutions of initialboundary problems for the equations (3) in the subdomains I and III. Would the problem be described by (3) in the subdomain II as well, the solution of the whole problem in the wind tunnel satis ed those conditions. The arti cial boundaries are transparent in this sense. 
Conditions on the front (inflow) boundary
Let functions V;P; satisfy the system (3) in the domain I, i.e., at z < z f . We consider our problem with the following homogeneous conditions at z = ?1 and at The aim of this section is to transfer the conditions (4) from left-hand in nity to the in ow boundary z = z f of the domain II.
Auxiliary problem for the velocity potential
If we apply the rot-operator to the vector V in (3), (4), we get the following problem: 8 > < > :
Evidently, the solution to (5) in the domain ?1 < z z f has the form rot V = 0
Therefore the vector V is generated by a scalar potential (t; z; r; ') : V = grad (7) Substituting (7) for V in (3), we obtain grad t + u 1 grad z + 1 1 grad P = 0:
where f(t) is a function occurring due to integration. Renaming
where F(t) is such that F 0 = f, we have:
If we replace V;P by (7), (8) ?1 < z < z f ; (9) where is the Laplacian.
Let us now write the boundary conditions for . The trivial condition at z = ?1 is obtained from (4), (7), (8): j z=?1 = 0: (10) Note. As usual the potential is de ned to within a constant. Since the latter is not important, we omit it.
To put the condition at z = z f we use the equation (8) . Suppose P and z u are given functions at z = z f ; then integrating (8) The initial conditions at rest are given by j t=0 = 0; t j t=0 = 0:
Thus we have the problem (9) { (12) for the potential . The problem is called auxiliary since we use it for solving (3).
Solution of the auxiliary problem
Let us use the method of separation of variables for solving the problem (9) 
The solution of (16) can be written by using the convolution give the solution of the system (3) in the domain ?1 < z < z f provided that the function 1 1 P(t; z f ; r; ') + u 1 u(t; z f ; r; ') is given at z = z f .
Suppose functions V;P; satisfy the formulae (7) 
Substituting (8) for the left-hand part of (21), di erentiating (21) with respect to time, and taking (11), we get the rst desired relation: Proof
Therefore the solution of (3) can be written in the form (19), (7), (20 to t; r; ' at z = z f . Since (3) is valid for V;P; from the left and from the right of z = z f ; the continuity of the derivatives with respect to t; r; ' yields the continuity of the derivatives with respect to z. Therefore (3) is valid also at z = z f . The theorem is proved. Let us remark that (23), (24) (24) it contains the derivative with respect to z; but in writing out a di erence counterpart for the latter, one can use a right-side di erence. To explain this fact let us freeze all functions and derivatives with respect to r-and '-coordinates in (3) at z = z f and consider the frozen system in (t; z)-coordinates. The characteristic matrix of such system has ve well-known eigenvalues: u 1 ; u 1 ; u 1 ; u 1 +c 1 ; u 1 ?c 1 . The value u 1 ?c 1 is less than zero and responsible for the outgoing characteristic. It is the condition (25) that corresponds to this characteristic. We stress that the above arguments are not strong. They are required only to nd the fth relation (25) between V;P; at z = z f , i.e., so one can close formally computational formulae in a numerical algorithm. It follows from Theorem 1 that the four conditions (23), (24) on the in ow boundary are an equivalent substitute for the linearized equations (3) in the domain z < z f .
Condition on the back (outflow) boundary
Let us consider now the functions V;P; such that they satisfy (3) at z z b , i.e., ; r; ' ? P(t; z; r; ') =c
Now we can prove that the input problem with boundary conditions at in nity is equivalent to the problem with the boundary condition (31). Proof. The rst conclusion of the theorem follows from the above calculations.
To prove the second conclusion let us rst verify that the functions V;P; from (29), Using (27), we calculate the integral of P: ((P t + u 1 P z ) t + u 1 (P t + u 1 P z ) z )d = = (P t + u 1 P z )j t;z ? (P t + u 1 P z )j t?t 0 ;z b : Substituting the expression obtained for div V in the fourth equation of (3) where r i 0:5 = r i 0:5h r ; f i;j f(r i ; ' j ); i = 0; 1; :::; N r ?1; j = 0; 1; :::; N ' ? 1; r ?0:5 (f 0;j ? f ?1;j ) = 0 (natural condition at r = 0), f i;N' = f i;0 (periodical condition). At r = R we impose the homogeneous Neumann condition: f Nr;j ?f Nr?1;j = 0:
Instead of the equation (9) r N ' log 2 N ' ) operations per one time level. Note that generally speaking, the polar grid used here should not t to the computational grid in the domain II. A suitable interpolation procedure (that provides the correct interpolation for polar grids) can be applied to exchange data between grids. The operator (38) will keep the order of the interpolation error since K m k is a bounded operator.
The main question in the numerical implementation of (38) is the question of calculating the convolution K m k f (t). Indeed, a direct calculation of the convolution by representing it in the form of an integral sum is an expensive procedure since we have to evaluate the sum anew along the whole time axis for each time level. However, it was shown in 7] that if the convolution kernel is a nite exponential series, then the discrete procedure for the evaluation of the convolution is reduced to recurrent formulae, i.e., the calculations become local in time, in fact.
Let us approximate our convolution kernel K m k by a nite exponential series. The formulae (41) and (42) are the most accurate ones for small and large values of x, respectively; that is why we subdivide the x-axis into two parts. Note that in practice, very high accuracy is already achieved for su ciently small values of L. Table 1 We see that the magnitudes of and x max are improved dramatically as the parameter L doubles its value.
Thus we represent the kernel by the following form:
K(x) 8 > < > :
Re P L 1 l=1 a l e l x ; if 0 x x ; Re P L 2 l=1 b l e l x ; if x x ;
where the coe cients a l ; l ; b l ; l are de ned from (41) and (42 
We see from (44) that the convolution g(t) is evaluated by the sum of functions A l (t); B l (t) that are calculated by the recurrence formulae Note that the integrals in (45) and (46) are approximated by the two-point trapezoidal rule. That provides the second order of the accuracy in time for timedependent calculations. The higher orders of accuracy (if it is needed) can be easily obtained by using three-point Simpson's rule, four-point rule, and so on; that leads to a slightly more complex form of the formulae (45), (46).
